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1Introduction
Information and Attention in the Mega- Novel
The Agony and Ecstasy of Big Books
Why do we respond so strangely to big books?
I mean a certain type of big book: the extremely literate, erudite tomes 
around which one must plan one’s life for a month; the books one hesi-
tates to approach without the assistance of a university course, a reading 
circle, or at least a reader’s guide; the books whose spines stare down from 
bookshelves, holding dominion over entire rooms; the books that inspire 
fanatical devotion and revulsion in equal parts, even though both seem 
exaggerated well beyond even the books’ own elephantine materiality. I 
mean the books Frederick R. Karl calls “mega- novels,” most notably in-
cluding ambitious work by postwar American writers like William Gad-
dis, John Barth, Thomas Pynchon, Don DeLillo, and David Foster Wal-
lace, but also, if we take a more catholic view, earlier behemoths like 
Gertrude Stein’s The Making of Americans and James Joyce’s Finnegans 
Wake, as well as contemporary global novels ranging from Haruki 
Murakami’s The Wind- Up Bird Chronicle to Roberto Bolaño’s 2666.1
I ask this question because it seems that mega- novels’ most distinc-
tive quality, outpacing even their inimitable heft and learnedness, is the 
way they prompt otherwise sensible readers into hyperbolic responses. 
In some readers mega- novels inspire love and reverence, exemplified by 
Tom LeClair’s declaration that “our big books are our big books,” be-
cause they “gather, represent, and reform the time’s excesses into fictions 
that exceed the time’s literary conventions and thereby master the time, 
the methods of fiction, and the reader.”2 For other readers, though, the 
words most often used to describe mega- novels (and their devotees) in-
clude “disgust,” “illegitimate,” and “frauds”— though such readers will 
also admit to feeling “deeply ashamed” at their own inability to appre-
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ciate these books.3 It is not uncommon, in fact, for these contradictory 
responses to be produced in the same readers: Jonathan Franzen, for in-
stance, credited the inspiration for his bestseller The Corrections to his 
devotional reading of Gaddis’s The Recognitions but subsequently railed 
that most mega- novels, including Gaddis’s, merely “punis[h] the read-
er,” with their excess and difficulty just a “smoke screen for an author 
who has nothing interesting, wise, or entertaining to say.”4 We might 
understand, then, why Mark O’Connell’s widely read essay about mega- 
novels claims that the experience of reading them resembles Stockholm 
Syndrome and that the discourse surrounding them “has at least as much 
to do with our own sense of achievement in having read the thing as it 
does with a sense of the author’s achievement in having written it.”5 Sim-
ilarly Raymond Federman seems on point in observing that, whereas 
once upon a time one needed to have read the latest ambitious novel to 
appear cultured, a reader now need merely declare on which page of a 
mega- novel he decided to give up.6
What causes this array of responses? Their length goes only so far in 
explaining it. Most long novels do not provoke the kind of reactions de-
scribed above— consider V. S. Naipaul’s A House for Mr. Biswas or Tom 
Wolfe’s The Bonfire of the Vanities, to say nothing of Harry Potter or Twi-
light. The books’ difficulty and its relationship to pleasure seem import-
ant, too, but explaining exactly what we mean by these terms is not easy, 
especially since many mega- novel admirers deny that mega- novels are 
either particularly difficult or unpleasurable.7 Our inability to clearly lay 
out exactly why mega- novels provoke these reactions, I suspect, is why 
existing conversations around them get so wound up in circular logic 
and polemic regarding the conflicts between realistic and experimental 
fiction, the competition of commercial and artistic interests, the place of 
entertainment in the reading process and contemporary capitalism, the 
indisputability of taste, and so on.
Something else is going on. Consider, for instance, this excerpt from 
Gaddis’s dialogue- loaded J R, about a sixth- grader who wheels and deals 
his way into a Wall Street empire from a cafeteria phone booth:
— Tell them he’s been wait give it to me can’t tell what he’s been, hel-
lo . . . ? Not here right now no he’s been . . . Davidoff yes Davi . . . 
Cohen oh calling on Nepenthe yes ran it up to sixteen today think 
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the Boss is sitting tight on about nineteen percent of the issue just 
wants control so he can . . . wait no wants to work the nursing homes 
into this Health Package made to order outlets for Nobili got Hop-
per here now with his cemetery Brisboy bringing in his funer . . . 
what? General who? One thing we need right now anoth . . . Oh why 
didn’t you say so without the h yes why didn’t you say so, thought 
you were on your way up brought in one of our own legal boys wait-
ing here now to go over your figures had Piscator run down your 
Dun and Bradstreet told the Boss you looked a little overextended 
mentioned controlling interest in another company sounds dead 
on its . . .8
How, exactly, can we characterize this whirling array of verbal static and 
interchangeable financial jargon, which begins one of the book’s typical 
page- long stretches of one- sided telephone dialogue? I will offer a coun-
terintuitive thesis, one that I believe identifies the characteristic feature 
of all mega- novels: this passage stands out because it contains a lot of 
text that is, basically, pointless.
The Significance of Insignificance: The Cruft of Fiction
There will be immediate objections. What do I mean by “pointless”? Ac-
cording to what standards? Why need literature have a “point” at all? To 
begin answering these questions, let’s examine two foundational essays 
in narrative theory by Roland Barthes. In 1966 Barthes’s “Introduction 
to the Structural Analysis of Narrative” argued that literary text could 
never be without purpose, writing, “Art does not acknowledge the exis-
tence of noise (in the informational sense of the word). It is a pure sys-
tem [ . . . ]. Though a particular notation may seem expendable, it retains 
a discursive function: it precipitates, delays, or quickens the pace of dis-
course, sums up, anticipates, and sometimes even confuses the reader.”9 
Even in its blandest moments, in other words, literary text cannot help 
but have some purpose. However, several years later, Barthes substan-
tially revised this position in his famous essay about “reality effects,” 
those “concrete details” in realist fiction (e.g., the wall barometer in Flau-
bert’s “A Simple Heart”) that seem to have no purpose at all.10 Asking, 
“if there exist insignificant stretches, what is, so to speak, the ultimate 
significance of this insignificance?,” Barthes eventually concluded that 
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such effets de réel negotiated the aporia in bourgeois realism’s conflict-
ing drives toward narrative meaning and realistic mimesis, suggesting 
“it is the category of the ‘real,’ and not its various contents, which is be-
ing signified.”11
Yet such text exists in abundance beyond the realm of the well- made 
realist narrative, too. Decades earlier Henry James had perceived stretch-
es of such writing not within his own quintessentially realist novels, but 
in more fanciful, longer novels:
A picture without composition slights its most precious chance for 
beauty, and is, moreover, not composed at all unless the painter 
knows how that principle of health and safety, working as an abso-
lutely premeditated art, has prevailed. There may in its absence be 
life, incontestably, as “The Newcomes” has life, as “Les Trois 
Mousquetaires,” as Tolstoi’s “Peace and War,” have it; but what do 
such large loose baggy monsters, with their queer elements of the 
accidental and the arbitrary, artistically mean? We have heard it 
maintained, we will remember, that such things are “superior to 
art”; but we understand least of all what that may mean, and we 
look in vain for the artist, the divine explanatory genius, who will 
come to our aid and tell us. There is life and life, and as waste is only 
life sacrificed and thereby prevented from “counting,” I delight in 
a deep- breathing economy and an organic form.12
Tolstoy’s philosophical fantasies, Dumas’s pseudoromances, Thackeray’s 
metafiction: these cannot be construed as attempting to convey unme-
diated reality in the manner Barthes describes. Their volume and vari-
ety might be interpreted as mimicking the richness of life’s connected-
ness, but as James points out elsewhere, “Really, universally, relations 
stop nowhere, and the exquisite problem of the artist is eternally but to 
draw, by a geometry of his own, the circle within which they shall hap-
pily appear to do so.”13 In other words one can always, arbitrarily, add 
more interconnections to a novel, and at a certain point, that additional 
material generates not a greater sense of life, but gratuitousness.
James would surely ask similar questions of contemporary mega- 
novels, all looser and baggier in construction than any Tolstoy or Du-
mas envisioned. As Karl writes, the mega- novel “is long, but lacks any 
sense of completion; while it has no boundaries for an ending, of course 
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it does end; it seems to defy clear organization— it seems decentered, 
unbalanced— yet has an intense order; it is located outside traditional 
forms of narrative, but still employs some conventional modes.”14 This 
unwieldy balance is why, as Mark Greif puts it, mega- novels “feel stuffed, 
overfull, or total; they feel longer than their straightforward story would 
require, and bigger than other books of similar length or complexity of 
plot.”15 But to say that a mega- novel is “overfull” implies not vitality, but 
decadence. Certainly that is the argument James Wood makes when 
suggesting that while “all the many thousands of pages of the big, am-
bitious, contemporary books” do not “lack for powers of invention [ . . . ] 
there is too much of it,” which “almost succeeds in hiding the fact that 
they are without life.”16 Even Franco Moretti’s generally positive anal-
ysis of mega- novel prehistory in Modern Epic acknowledges that large 
swaths of them “do not really work all that well.”17 It would be one thing 
were this charge of excessiveness purely pejorative, but, oddly, it is as-
sented to by mega- novel supporters. LeClair’s book in praise of mega- 
novels (which he calls “systems novels”) is, after all, named The Art of 
Excess. Ironically the mega- novel’s gratuitous text appears essential to 
its nature.
To my knowledge no one has identified and explored this specific case 
of the mega- novel’s excessive text. That is what I propose, in this book, 
to do. To undertake such a study, we should start by naming the phe-
nomenon. I will suggest “cruft,” a half- slang / half- technical term from 
programming circles that has expanded into general Internet culture. 
Defined by The New Hacker’s Dictionary as “Excess; superfluous junk; 
used esp. of redundant or superseded code,” cruft is generally character-
ized as code that is “[p]oorly built, possibly over- complex.”18 Cruft is not 
technically wrong, but it is unnecessary, inelegant, or too complicated 
for its own good. The term has widened to cover several digital phenom-
ena, especially within wikiculture, where it is often applied to encyclo-
pedic text that editors find trivial, overwritten, redundant, or unread-
able.19 Although the term is almost always intended negatively, it is also 
associated with a certain obsessive attraction, most obviously in the case 
of “fancruft,” those excessively detailed wiki entries about extremely mi-
nor elements of some niche subculture.20
What does cruft look like in a mega- novel? Let’s glance back at the 
passage from J R. Chapter 1 will examine this book in more depth, but 
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for now it should suffice to say that while several of this passage’s refer-
ences have some larger relevance to the book (e.g., those involving Gen-
eral Haight and Nobili), most of its financial schemes are basically mean-
ingless and interchangeable with a dozen others in the larger work. The 
noisy speech represented in this passage may seem “realistic,” but there 
is a reason such starts and stutters are usually omitted in literary narra-
tive: they take up space without communicating anything meaningful. 
We could probably elide this entire passage into a sentence of summary 
(e.g., “Davidoff rattled off the details of J R’s plans before turning back 
to his secretary”) with little narrative loss. If we wish an even more ob-
vious example of cruft, consider the passage reproduced in figure 1 from 
Danielewski’s House of Leaves, recounting an expedition through the 
physics- defying labyrinth that has emerged within its protagonist’s house. 
Down the left margin we see a list, containing dozens of entries, of ev-
ery architectural style that does not describe the labyrinth, while down 
the right is a similar, inverted list of every architect who would not have 
built it, and slightly off center on each page is an equally long catalog of 
furniture that is not to be found. It is hard to imagine any sane reader 
processing more than the first few entries of any of these lists. In fact it 
turns out that the labyrinth signified by these elaborate marginalia is 
nothing but an empty sequence of rooms, rendering the text almost lit-
erally insignificant.
What exactly are we supposed to do with such text? Literary studies 
has traveled a long way from the Jamesian organicism formalized by Per-
cy Lubbock’s claim in The Craft of Fiction that a novel must be built 
around “[a] subject, one and whole and irreducible,” with anything de-
viating from that subject being “wasteful,” but even allowing that we 
need not be so rigid, how would we explain why good novels would in-
clude text that seems merely to gum up and lengthen their already very 
long narratives?21
There are several possible arguments. One, exemplified by Steven 
Moore, suggests that this text is not actually excessive, but merely ap-
pears that way to insufficiently knowledgeable readers:
I remain convinced that negative reactions to unconventional mod-
ern fiction can be blamed partly on ignorance of the novel’s long, col-
orful, and decidedly unconventional history. No one familiar with 
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Lyly’s Euphues is likely to accuse a contemporary writer of being 
showy and pretentious; Lyly makes them all look as modest as nuns. 
Gaddis’ alleged difficulty is a walk in the park compared with Sub-
andhu’s Vasavadatta. Those who balk at the length of some of today’s 
literary mega- novels (Gravity’s Rainbow, Infinite Jest, 2666) might be 
chastened to learn that the best novels in China, Arabia, and France 
during the late medieval period are thousands of pages long.22
Another view, though, which might be aligned broadly with poststruc-
turalism, takes precisely the opposite approach, as exhibited in John 
Johnston’s claim that mega- novels’ “value, therefore, would seem to lie 
in the fullness with which they bring to awareness and propagate the 
complexity of this cultural moment. They do this, as I try to show, by 
transforming the novel into various ‘writing- down systems’ that artic-
ulate and render visible a postmodern discourse network defined first by 
the formations of information theory and cybernetics, and only second-
arily by textuality and simulacra. At the same time, inasmuch as they re-
main novels, they model and reflect new forms of postmodern subjec-
tivity.”23 Johnston claims that mega- novels, rather than unearthing the 
narrative structures of the past, create an entirely new— and at least par-
tially emancipatory— form of writing for the contemporary moment, in 
which the entire conventional concept of purpose is “short- circuited or 
exceeded such that the novel no longer makes sense.”24
These two positions will define the dialectic by which the rest of this 
study proceeds. Individually both have serious weaknesses. Though as 
Moore suggests, many mega- novels draw on narrative forms predating 
the modern novel, in doing so they almost always distort or omit narra-
tive elements crucial to those genres’ goals. Conversely Johnston’s argu-
ment fails to distinguish mega- novel excess from garden- variety inco-
herence: after all, text that “no longer make[s] sense” typically 
characterizes bad writing rather than good. We need a better way to ar-
ticulate how cruft can provide value to a narrative, one that acknowledg-
es cruft’s insignificance without falling into the fallacious argument that 
the reproduction of chaos constitutes a meaningful response to a chaot-
ic world. And I believe we can do so via a subject frequently invoked re-
garding mega- novels: attention.
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